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On Film / Essays â€” Sep 13, In all of Malick's films, and most powerfully in 's The Tree of Life, everything is allowed to
speak: the wind the lighting.

Another specific stylistic device in Malick's films, particularly in the case of The Tree of Life is the use of
extremely low and from bottom-to-top camera angles that seem to depict a classic Christian praying position.
In the same vein, there really isn't too much of a plot in The Tree of Life. The way Mrs. Malick is also
comparable to Tarkovsky in the sense they are both deeply spiritual, although their ideas about Christianity
run contrary to the 20 common way of thinking. Despite the fact that artistic visions following a romantic
approach to art are strongly personal; they also, paradoxically express deep conceptions and values that are
valuable for all human beings; and in this sense the romantic conception of art make art similar to religion as a
source of transcendental values Grodal  McCann, Ben  In the article Agency in Film, Filmmaking, and
Reception, Grodal points out that the concept of intertextuality has been often built in films by the authorial
filmmaker without diminishing the autonomy of the author, regardless of the fact a director uses material from
nature, culture or even other films Grodal 24 Thus Malick may have drawn some inspiration out of Tarkovsky
and even other filmmakers, nevertheless he has again succeeded in keeping his own authorial mark in The
Tree of Life. Despite having a stable job and a beautiful family, Pitt is envious of his neighbors' wealth and his
perceived lack of stature. Also, The Tree of Life movie retains a touching screenplay that amazes you
invariably with every stellar Lubezki image. We find Mrs. The Tree of Life as an example of art cinema In
Aesthetics and Film, Thomson-Jones explains that, from its very beginning, film writing was highly
philosophical, and even though the art status of film has long been secure, there is still a considerable
philosophical self-consciousness to the tradition of film studies Thomson-Jones vii. At the same time, it is
pure. As viewers, we are placed within the infinite, as a condition not of this particular film but of life itself.
As the movie commences, we are shown a formless representation of the divine. Although Malick offers no
real answers to any of these questions, he injects The Tree of Life with a massive sense of perspective, hinting
that perhaps above all else, perspective is king. O'Brien, but will never seem to himself as real as his father
did. What created me? Eventually, death and poverty enters the picture as the idyllic childhood comes to an
end and never returns. This whole cosmic section leads to the formation of a s family in a small town in Texas.
Through several voiceovers -- the primary dialogue in a movie that communicates mostly through images --
we hear characters' hushed prayers, laments and frustrated questions to an omnipresent but distant God. In this
case a boy, in whispered voice-over, speaks directly to God, whose responses are characteristically oblique,
conveyed by the rustling of wind in trees or the play of shadows on a bedroom wall. For instance in the scene
that depicts the birth of Jack, his mother's first pregnancy and first child, taking place in the diegetic world,
that's to say, the protagonist's past in a s American suburb. How about you? The next sequence features a
redhead little girl gracefully exploring a timeless bucolic landscape as a female voice-over says: "The nuns
taught us there were two ways through life - the way of nature and the way of grace. I hate to cop out here, but
like so much in "Tree of Life," I don't know exactly what this is supposed to mean. If you have a knack for
watching the unusual I would highly recommend you to watch The Tree of Life movie at once. I would say
this is the filmmaker's own intentions because what is really relevant in this early point of the film is the
present struggles of Sean Penn's character. You go with preconceived ideas and it leaves out a certain amount
of lifeâ€”it may bring in life in another way, but you lose that spontaneity. And it flows straight for 16
wondrous minutes. If you feel like laughing, maybe that's OK, too. Richard Brody, The New Yorker's film
blogger, noticed something that would appear to validate this notion. He can imagine Nature, and imagine
Heaven, but only through self-reflection can he really make peace with his own life. They are happy to see
him. Some reviews have said Mr.


